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Agenda

• Planning
• Design
• Land Protection & Restoration
• Built Infrastructure



Resilience
The capacity of individuals, communities, and natural and 
built systems to withstand and recover from climatic events, 
trends, and disruptions.

Adaptation
Refers to adjustments in ecological, social, or economic 
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli 
and their effects or impacts. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started, I’d like to make sure we’re on the same page with respect to basic terminology. 



Even if we 
stop carbon 
output 
tomorrow….

Maine State Climate Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if we stop 



Existing Tools 

New Tools

Scale of Implementation is a Major Issue

• State Government is doing a 
lot to build Vermont’s 
resilience

• We need to INCREASE our 
support for these programs

• Develop new strategies and 
programs to help the state 
prepare for the anticipated 
effects of climate change

• What is the best mix of 
tools?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to dive in with a little myth bustingState Government is doing a lot to build Vermont’s resilience.To prepare for thisWe put together a list of 57 programs across Agency of Natural Resources, DEM, ACCD, AOT that we’re engaged in that addresses climateWithin this list are some of the most important tools we’ve got and we need to vastly scale up the extent to which we support them.– what’s the best mix, but in this list we have some very important ingredients



Planning

• State Hazard Mitigation Plan
• Land Use Planning
• Transportation Planning
• Energy Planning
• Operational Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do lots of different types of planning and at a lot of different scales. The 2018 State Hazard Mitigation plan is really great and includes a comprehensive list of tools and I want to come back to that in a second.But we do other types of planning and there is no shortage of great ideas



State Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have the Forest Action Plan & Comprehensive Energy Plan, as well as a Forest Resilience Report, We have regional plans, like Tactical Basin Planning, But not all of us are aware of each others plans and few feel directly responsible for implementing them or which should take precedent when and the resources aren’t put in place to scale up the tools that we know are working We need additional capacity to adequately engage in this coordinated response. Breaking down silos requires capacity to engage with others. Many us are short staffed and struggle to manage our existing work -- and do not have time to work outside our box, or silo.It is not a lack of creativity on the part of state officials to think in terms of the programs and divisions, the silos within state gov because that is exactly how implementation happens in all of our work and that’s what we make happen on all sorts of fronts very effectively.The problem is when confronted with a problem like climate change that cuts across all of these various silos. It’s a lack of resources and lack of coordination, 



2018 Vermont State Hazard Mitigation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2018 Vermont State Hazard Mitigation Plan (SHMP) presents the hazard impacts most likely to affect Vermont and a mitigation strategy to reduce or eliminate our most significant vulnerabilitiesa complete rewrite of the 2013 Plan, both in the content of the Plan document and its mitigation actions. Vermont Emergency Management, along with key stakeholders, completed a thorough review of the 2013 SHMP at the beginning of the update process to ensure that nothing developed in previous versions would be lost in this rewrite process.VEM has has a grant program to encourage local hazard mitigation plansA FEMA-approved LHMP is required for local governments that wish to receive federal funds from the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) and Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities (BRIC) program And  is also one of the mitigation actions needed to qualify for additional post-disaster funding through the Emergency Relief and Assistance Fund (ERAF) that I’ll mention again later175 out of 281, so 62.3%. Of towns have LHMP.   they have to be in conformance with the SHMP, but we keep that relatively general – they just have to at least consider the hazards that are addressed in the SHMP. Again this is excellent work, but for implementation to happen parts of it need to be delegated to various agencies – all staff need to feel that they are responsible for implementing it and have clarity on what-specifically their piece is.
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Land Use Planning

Chapter 117 (24 V.S.A. §4302) – 14 state planning and 
development goals

Most land use planning is done at municipal level 
– usually by volunteers

84% of municipalities 
have a plan
78% of municipalities 
regulate land use. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is land use planning a Resilience issue?– “The capacity of natural and built systems to withstand and recover from climatic events”We shouldn’t put homes and business in places we know will be affected by climate change –things like flooding are not that difficult to predictWe have some statewide planningWe have planning and development goals that call out a land use pattern of compact settlement surrounded by rural countryside.  promoting compact settlement surrounded by rural countrysideproviding a strong economy that maintains high environmental standardsidentifying, protecting, and preserving important natural and historic featuresmaintaining and improving the quality of air, water, wildlife, and land resourcesstrengthening agricultural and forest industries.We have 11 Regional Plans and RPCS to help enable these goalsThen we have 273 municipalities that each do a separate town plan78% of towns that plan have some form of regulated land use but the substance there varies dramaticallyPlanning determines what we want whereIf we want large tracts of forestland to sequester carbon, that doesn’t happen by accidentOur towns are under-funded and lack capacity. Not only moneyOur rural towns are planned by volunteers, mostly older adults in night meetings that are very sparsely attended.Where is the next wave of volunteerism that is going to prop up this system? We’re expecting a high level of professionalism and yet this is neighbors making decisions about neighbors within a very specific jurisdictionIn the last 8 months, We have been conducting Municipal business in very difficult times,  The pandemic has resulted in abrupt adoption of web meeting technology that opens opportunities for involvement previously unknown. Some of the changes we’ve made in response to the pandemic (such as changes to Open meeting Law that allow for web-meetings) that are in fact changes we need for climate resilience. In our drive to get back to the way things were, we must be mindful that some of these changes are for the better and need to be preserved.



• Partnership between VNRC and Vermont Fish and 
Wildlife Dept.

• Comprehensive review of all town plans, zoning 
bylaws, and subdivision regulations in VT.

• Conducted every ten years.

• Includes information about natural resource mapping, 
inventories, recommended natural resource policies, 
Act 171 planning, habitat elements (including 
attention to connectivity), zoning for natural resource 
protection, development review standards, and 
utilization of subdivision regulations, etc. 

Review of Town Plans, Bylaws, and Subdivision 
Regulations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The town plan cycle is every eight years.Every 10 years the department does a systematic review of town plans, bylaws and subdivision with respect to wildlife and forestsWe have a consistent set of metrics we use for comparison.This version begins to see the effects of recent changes associated with Act 171 Forest Integrity Bill that requires towns to plan for forest blocks and habitat connectors.In some instances this shows us what isn’t yet on town’s radars. In 2010, only 2% of VT town plans mentioned climate change. We expect that to be vastly different this go round. And most importantly, this work confirms a huge rift between the good planning we’re doing in our town plans vs. the actual regulatory protection of areas deemed important through tools like subdivision and zoning



196219621974 1980 199620072011
Changing Pattern

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me show you another way of looking at that same neighborhoodHere’s a series of aerial photos from the stowe Waterbury town lineHere in 1962 I’ve colored green for forest coverRoads & developmentSame total amount of green in 2011 but pattern has changedNo longer passable north to southAs we look at the parcel boundaries, the actual ownership, you can see the number of owners.You can’t run a log job on two acres in a residential forest & you lower recreational opportunityAnd so in many rural towns the economics of keeping land reach a tipping point. We need a pattern that meets multiple objectives like sequestering carbon, working lands & wildlife habitat. Residential development in this pattern only meets one goal In response to a changing climate entire populations of wildlife are adjusting their ranges approx. 11miles/decade a mile/yr. north and south away from the equator



Core Forest 
Blocks

Small, 
“stepping 

stone” forests

Wildlife Road 
Crossings

Streamside 
Connectors

Adaptation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the pattern we want for movement of plants and animals & ecological process.To allow for gene flow to keep our species healthy and won’t blink out at the next major disturbance.The riparian network is absolutely critical for connecting the landscapeWe don’t get this pattern by accident and we won’t get this pattern if we leave it up to folks who are planning this landscape in small chucks



Planning in the built environment

compact development pattern 
matters

underpins our brand, economy 
and quality of life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of avoiding sprawl where we don’t want it Is concentrating growth where we do want it. VT's compact development pattern matters. It underpins our brand, economy and quality of life.ACCD has a variety of programs to help focus growth where we want it and towns need to invest in infrastructure where they want development.We have State designation programs Downtowns, Village Centers, New Town Centers, Growth Centers and Neighborhood Development Areas. These programs work together to provide incentives, align policies and give communities the technical assistance needed to encourage new development and redevelopment in our compact, designated areas. We have grant programs to invest in planningThe Better Connections (BC) Program seeks to increase transportation options, build resilience, and strengthen economic vitality in Vermont’s community centers and neighborhoods.  The Program funds physical master plans focusing on: improved multimodal connectivity; active transportation and complete streets; access management; traffic calming; parking; wayfinding; rehabilitation of buildings; redevelopment of sites; housing; land use planning; stormwater management; and zoning bylaw and form-based code development.  The Municipal Planning Grants program supports local planning.  It's funded by the Property Transfer Tax (PTT) and it receives about 1/4 of its statutory allocation.We also have grants to Regional Planning Commission that help these organizations operate with a work plan and grant agreement linking back to statutory duties and requirements.



Land Use Planning Technical Assistance 

Regional 
Planning 
Commissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RPCs are one of the premier deliverers of technical assistance and yet are underfunded for the coordination and planning work they do.AOT pays for transportation planners in each Regional Planning Commission to take those statewide planning goals and bring them to the local plans.  That’s a great model for how other climate resilience efforts could be applied in our LU Planning system.In Vermont, 269 separate municipal governments have the authority to regulate land use and development. 257 out of 269 municipalities in Vermont have adopted a town plan.And yet many of our rural towns are under-resourced to confronte the challenges of climate change. The range of responsibility we put at the local level is astounding. These are volunteers amd they need help from professional planners and resource professionals.The future of the VT landscape can largely be found in the municipal Future land use map and zoning map in each town plan. And yet no one has stitched all those zoning districts together to see what the actual sum of the plans would look like, since the definitions of each zoning district are peculiar to each town. What does the sum of all the Regional plans look like?



Land Use Planning Technical Assistance 

Community Wildlife Program, Vermont 
Fish & Wildlife Department 
Conservation Planning Technical 
Assistance

County Foresters, Urban Community 
Forestry  Program, Vermont Department 
of Forests, Parks, & Recreation 

Watershed Management Division, 
Department of Environmental 
Conservation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several programs in State Gov that focus on technical assistance on natural resource topicsIn Community Wildlife Program alone, we reach about 1/3 of VT towns each year and work in-depth with about 1/5.Highlight the scale at which we operateAt all different scalesRPCSTowns LANDOWNERS



AOT Incident Management 
System & Continuity of 
Operations

VT 73 bridge at VT 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an "Operations" component of resilience- and in the planning for those operationsthe state has an effective emergency management system with the State Emergency Operation center. Emergency management implements the "recover" component of resilience and the state does a great job in that area (and there are lots of success stories). This Is a great example of  multi-agency coordination and the  RPCs are also part of the State Emergency Operation center.AOT has done a lot of work on its Incident Management System & Continuity of Operations 



Community Capitol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of resilience is people! The resilience of our people matters – so as we think about what a states resources are, what each towns resources are, we need to think about all these types of capitol – and building resilience into each



Training our people
• Rivers and Roads Department of Environmental Conservation, 

Vermont Fish & Wildlife Department  AOT 

• Highways and Habitats

• Flood Ready Vermont Website

• Flood Training Vermont Website

• Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, & Recreation   Adaptive 
Silviculture Assistance on Private Lands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again Human Capitol is a critical piece of resilienceRivers and roads has been a tremendous success in culture change at Vermont Agency of Transportation



Designing a Resilient 
Future

19

Strategy to protect and enhance ecological 
function into the future

Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So remember “what we put where” on the landscape is hugely important for a resilience– If we are careful, we can maximize ecosystem services like carbon sequestration and improving water quality and minimizing floodingThe VT Fish & Wildlife Department and Agency of Natural Resources created Vermont Conservation Design as a Strategy to protect and enhance ecological function into the futureNow there is a lot of green on that map, and what it means to be in the highest priority area can accommodate all sorts of land uses depending on the location, But these are the lands and waters that we need to manage with ecological function in mind�It is a tool that identifies features at the landscape and natural community scales that are necessary for maintaining an ecologically functional landscape – a landscape that conserves current biological diversity and allows species to move and shift in response to climate and land-use changes. At all scales, Vermont Conservation Design identifies locations of ecological priority. These are divided into priority or highest priority areas, to allow users to make informed decisions about the locations most suitable for development and those on which to focus conservation efforts. 



Intact and Connected Forest Blocks,
Surface Waters and Riparian Areas

Maintain the specific functions of each element

Components of the Resilient 
Landscape

• Intact
• Connected
• Diverse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that map I just showed you with the dark green, represents all the priorities added together, that’s the complete network wee need and can’t really be taken apart without losing things, but we can look at the components of what went into that and explain how these fit in.First is Interior Forests. For wildlife those are the deep dark woods where we have the most biological diversity and lots of carbon storage, water filtration, Connectivity blocks – these are the forests in VT that make a connected pattern N to s and e to w. They are important for plant & animal movement. More than just allowing the deer to cross the road, they allow for genetic connectivity. This is a critical component for AdaptationSurface Waters & Riparian Areas. Again these places are critical for biological diversity animal movement and a huge array of functions and valuesPhysical landscape diversity – now this one is tough to wrap your head around, but important. We have biological diversity in places that are diverse in the PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE they have interesting mixes of slope topography geology & aspect. And while these physical characteristics won’t change over time, (they are the stage”) the actors on that stage do change. These places will continue to be the stage for biological diversity into the future. So while we have no idea where exactly most of the potential 43,000 species are in VT, We do know where physical landscape diversity is. So we can plan now for future biological diversity. All of these together create that resilient landscape. And its that whole landscape network that is importantSo the word conservation refers to all sorts of tools on the spectrum from land management to land use planning and also regulatory options.Finding efficiency in conservation work involves conserving at the coarsest scale possible. Protecting VT’s est 24-48,000 species going one by one with a recovery plan for each is inefficient and doomed to failIt is much more efficient to think conservation on the scale of landscapes and forest blocks and ensuring the right mix of physical landscapes are represented



• Carbon Sequestration
• Animal Movement and 

Migration
• Outdoor recreation
• Clean water
• Rural character
• Working farms and forests
• Nature’s benefits

Sustains More Than Biodiversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This resilient network is key to our climate futureIt benefits not only ecological values but also recreational and working landscapes that make economic sens, clean water rural character



Statewide River Corridor Map Layer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Department of Environmental Conservation has been working on statewide river corridor mapping River corridors encompass an area around and adjacent to a river where fluvial erosion, channel evolution and down-valley meander migration are most likely to occur.River corridor widths are calculated to represent the narrowest band of valley bottom and riparian land necessary to accommodate the least erosive channel and floodplain geometry (i.e. equilibrium conditions) that would be created and maintained naturally within a given valley setting.The State Rivers Program uses its Stream Geomorphic Assessment program to provide baseline data on the physical health of Vermont’s river systems.  This stream geomorphic assessment data is used by the State’s team of river scientists in river corridor mapping, planning, protection, restoration, and regulatory activities.The Rivers crew has done an amazing job of bringing this complex topic to road crews, decision makers and the public and has really created culture change since Irene. This understanding is critical to climate resilience



Wetlands & Floodplains at Work

Floodplains

Wetlands

FLOW

Otter
Creek

Wetlands & floodplains protect 
downstream communities!

Hydrograph during Irene

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets just take a moment to remember why Wetlands & Floodplains are such an important part of the resilient landscape and I’ll do that with a Story from Irene of two VT Communities on Otter CreekOtter creek flows northAt right is the hydrograph of the amount of water Rutland (south) Middlebury (north) towns saw over the course of the storm and beyond. Look at what different experiences they had. Rutland was hit by a wall of water all at once.Why was Middlebury so different? Because of intact wetlands and the fact that Otter Creek has access to its floodplain upstream of Middlebury, that area experienced much less floodwater than Rutland where the Otter does not have access to its floodplain.So wetlands build resilience in these aquatic systemsThey also sequester carbon



Floodplain & Wetland Restoration

• Vermont River Conservancy Whetstone Brook 
Floodplain Restoration

• Melrose Terrace Demolition and Floodplain Restoration

• Ludlow Drainage Project

• Highgate Landslide Slope Stabilization

• Huntington Property Buyouts

• Hands Mill Dam Removal in Washington

• Cross Brothers Dam Removal in Northfield

Includes dam removals, floodplain reconnection , habitat 
enhancement (in-channel features, buffer plantings). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Floodplain work is critically important. Again it’s the rivers that knit it all together. An example of meeting multiple goals in this critical floodplains is Wolcott floodplain & wetland restoration project.Our work on this front goes far beyond these examples its in every project we’re doing



Wetland Acquisition and Restoration

• Wetlands contain a disproportionate 
amount of the earth's total soil carbon; 
holding between 20 and 30% 
of soil carbon despite occupying 5–8% 
of its land surface. 

• Lots of programs working on wetland 
conservation and restoration in VT.
Highlights include:

• VFWD's partnership with DEC to use 
EPA dollars to acquire and restore 
wetlands

• NRCS's Wetland Easement Program
• Vermont' In-Lieu-Fee Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pictures are from the former Fitzgerald Farm along the Winooski River in Colchester, now owned and managed by the VFWD as part of the Intervale WMA. All 143 acres will be restored as wetland habitat and infrastructure associated with the farm will be removed. Agencies focused on wetland restoration and conservation include NRCS and USFWS at the federal level, DEC and VFWD at state level and then non-profits like Ducks Unlimted and to a lesser extant VLT and TNC.VFWD has refocused its statewide land acquisition to focus on lands that have a wetland restoration component. Have $4.65 million available which allows us to make strategic investments in WMAs in the Champlain BasinNRCS has conserved 4,902 acres across 67 projects statewide through conservation easements specifically to implement hydrologic restoration projectsVermont ILF program is implemented through Ducks Unlimited and helps state meet its no net loss policy for wetlands by restoring wetlands to offset wetland loss



Large-Scale Forest Conservation Occurring across the state by Federal Government, State and Non-profits
(Recent Examples include Birdseye acquisition by VFWD, Glebe Mountain acquisition by TNC and Brownsville acquisition by 
VFPR – all thousands of acres in size)

Forest Legacy Program 

• Most effective funding source to conserve large-scale forestlands in Vermont

• Partnership between Federal government, state (run by VFPR), non-profits and landowners

• Up to $20 million/year to conserve working forests through both conservation easements and fee acquisitions

• Conserved more than 75,000 acres in Vermont since the first project in 1992 in Granby at Cow Pond (10,000 
acres in fee, 65,000 acres in easement and an additional 30,000 acres in match tracts)

Landscape-Scale Land Protection

Molly’s Falls 
Pond State Park, 
Forest Legacy
Acquisition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forest Legacy is an excellent example of landscape scale conservationPartnership between Federal government, state (run by VFPR), non-profits and landownersMost effective funding source to conserve large-scale forestlands in VermontUp to $20 million/year to conserve working forests through both conservation easements and fee acquisitionsConserved more than 75,000  total Of that 10,000 acres in fee, 65,000 acres in easement additional 30,000 acres in match tractsSCALE THIS UP TO MEET THE NEEDstate owns and manages more than 350,000 acres . That’s about 8% of VT’s land area. The Feds own another 8%, And Vermont Land Trust alone holds easements with voluntary landowners on 10% of VT’s private land. Private Land is 83% of VT’s land area



Partnerships 

34% of the Vermont Conservation Design Highest 
Priority area is permanently conserved (as of 2019)

43% of the Vermont Conservation Design Highest 
Priority area is in the Use Value Appraisal Program

• Investing in coordination across silos
• Multi-pronged Approach to Conservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
34% of the Vermont Conservation Design Highest Priority area is permanently conserved 43% of the Vermont Conservation Design Highest Priority area is in the Use Value Appraisal ProgramWe didn’t get there through just the efforts of the State Gov.There are a huge array of NGO conservation partners that make this happen and are coordinated through the use of Vermont Conservation Design. Together and from different angles we’re all making this ecologically functional landscape happen.Vermont Land Trust – Deer Lake tens of thousands of acres over multiple projects, Trust for Public Land Hunger Mtn Headwaters just under 2000 ac, The Nature Conservancy Glebe Mtn, with assistance from Vermont Housing & Conservation Board and many local land trusts (haven’t been fully funded to statutory requirements since the 80s)We have Effective partnerships and coordination. 30 years ago if you wanted to affect change you’d start an organization. Today you coordinate as part of a network. But “coordination” doesn’t sound interesting enough for funders to support these networks and yet coordination is precisely the place where additional resources are needed. We need a multi-pronged approach and for that we need to coordinate.We have effective public private partnerships at international scale such as Staying Connected Initiative focused on habitat connectivity and is effectively coordinating a multipronged conservation approachConservation science (Vermont Conservation Design)Land protection Land Use PlanningRoad Barrier MitigationOutreach & educationFunding for coordination of a multi-pronged conservation approach is critical. Gov alone can’t do it so what are the institutions necessary to build in resilience. Those institutions coordinates across the silosNew England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers VT is leadingIllustration of creating coordination



FEMA Hazard 
Mitigation Grant 
Programs

• Emergency Relief & Assistance 
Fund (ERAF) 

• Hazard Mitigation Grant Program 
(DR-4474)

• Building Resilient Infrastructure 
and Communities Grant Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VEM has important grant programs for those affected by climate related eventsThe Emergency Relief and Assistance Fund (ERAF) provides State funding to match Federal Public Assistance after federally-declared disasters. Hazard Mitigation Grant & Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities Grant Program  are the proactive funding to reduce future risk. BRIC is a new FEMA pre-disaster hazard mitigation program that replaces the existing Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) programAs a society we’re going to be facing increasing costs in programs like this as the number of disasters across the country increases. Investing in resilience beforehand will do much to lessen these costs.



Changes to Act 250?

Act 171 Forest Integrity

Implementation of Shoreland 
Protection  Permitting Program

Municipal Roads General Permit 
(Stormwater)

VT Stormwater Management 
Manual/Operational Permitting

Regulatory Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And of course there is regulatory workRecent proposed amendments to Act 250 would have required considerations to climate change adaptation and would have tied those considerations to the  needs and interests of local communities.  Perhaps this is something to avoid at this juncture, but it seems as though a mention of Act 250 is important in this discussion if for no other reason than to highlight how Vermont, even 50 years ago, was thinking broadly about how growth and development affect the health and integrity of the state.  171 land use planningDepartment of Environmental Conservation has worked hard to  Implement Shoreland Protection  Permitting ProgramAnd we’ve got Municipal Roads General Permit (Stormwater)VT Stormwater Management Manual/Operational Permitting 



Transportation Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have something like 400,000 culverts in VT.Now these spots are critically important because they are where several parts of the resilient landscape all come together – human movement – animal movement- water & ice movement. We need to keep all of that “flowing” When it doesn’t flow it brings us to a halt. Transportation Infrastructure is key to the economy for moving people and goods– and no less important to facilitate ice flows and flood waters and animal movementRemember Resilience is The capacity of individuals, communities, and natural and built systems to withstand and recover from climatic events, trends, and disruptions.When infrastructure is undersized it makes flood damage worse because we increase the speed of the water and hence give it more erosive force. We have an excellent collaborative system in place when AOT is beginning a new project. We do resource identification BEFORE any plans are drawn up.AOT works directly with the Rivers program and Agency of Natural Resources reviews every structure for sizing for river process as well as for aquatic organism passage and wildlife passage. The new structures we’re building meet multiple goals and are appropriately sized. The problem facing us with climate change isn’t our systems or how we coordinate on this topic. We are actually a regional leader in how well our AOT & AnR work together! The problem is the scale at which we need to replace our infrastructure. Its funding. We need to put this system about 30 years ahead of where we are now with respect to replacing our undersized infrastructure.In Hurricane Irene, the Interstate System – built for the 100 yr flood performed quite well and was kept open. That number 100yr – actually refers to the % likelihood of a storm of that size happening in any particular year and is only expressed as 1/100, We are getting 100 yr events about every 10 years.Municipal roads and particularly at bridges and culverts were hit quite hard in Irene– built for the 25 yr storm. Undersized infrastructure caused a huge portion of the damage – not just inundation (i.e. flood waters rising) but erosion – speed of water



Hydraulics Manual Update
Town Highway Road and Bridge Standards

Hyde Park Centerville Brook 2006 2015

Transportation Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The standards for transportation infrastructure were changed in 2015 after Hurricane Irene. the Vermont Agency of Transportation updated the Hydraulics manual,  changing the sizing of our transportation projectsSince that time we’ve completed 34 Vtrans projects and perhaps 500 town and district projects. This example from Hyde Park shows what a regular replacement looks like. This was nothing special. But see the scale of the difference in sizing! That’s what;’s needed.When reviewing a particular project we often talk about the environmental impacts of that development, but please understand that there are incredible environmental benefits to replacing old infrastructure across our entire road systemAlso Towns are increasingly adopting “Orange Book” StandardsSo when a FEMA emergency is declared and the towns seek funding for replacing blown-out structures, the structure is rebuilt to the new, higher standard rather than replacing “in-kind”  As you may recall, that was a huge issue in our response to Irene.So again this is a real success story. This is great work – We now need to apply these changes on a scale not seen before!



Transportation Resilience Planning Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a variety of tools for assessing risk Vermont Statewide Highway Flood Vulnerability and Risk MapTransportation Resilience Planning ToolCurrently, the TRPT covers about 20% of the state (about 9 watersheds). By next summer the entire state will be included.Total investment is $1 million, $233k from FEMA, the rest from the VTrans Planning BudgetWe know what infrastructure is at risk, we have good systems for replacing it. Now we need to invest in it.



State Government is doing a 
lot to build Vermont’s 
resilience

Scaling implementation for 
existing tools likely to be 
more important than 
creating new programs and 
strategies

FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its not lack of good planning. We’ve got an excellent Hazard Mitigation Plan, Regional Land Use Plans, Energy Plans, Basin PlansIt’s a lack of coordination across planningNo lack of a good system for reviewing culvert replacements and appropriately sizing our transportation infrastructureIt’s the lack of funding to do this comprehensively across our system.Perhaps the easiest way to sum up a lot of this presentation is that we have some really innovative systems and programs in place The problem really is in the way many folks are thinking.Decision makers need to come to terms with the massive scale of the threat facing us and vastly increase support for many of the existing programs and institutions we’ve got in place. Everyone keeps looking around for new tools as if we’re going to find a particularly great deal somewhere. As if we could “Stop climate change for just $20 a day…” I don’t think that’s reasonable We’re doing a lot and we need to scale it up in a profound way.



Thank You
Jens Hilke
+802 461 6791

Jens.hilke@vermont.gov
https://vtfishandwildlife.com/

https://vtfishandwildlife.com/
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